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• Attitudes to medical imaging AI among medical imaging professionals could profoundly affect the pace of medical AI adoption, but is
a gap in the literature. To address this, Omdia collaborated with the British Medical Ultrasound Society and Omnia Health on a survey
of attitudes to medical imaging AI within 95 medical imaging professionals (mostly radiographers and radiologists).

• Within respondents with experience of imaging AI, “image cleaning” and “physiological measurement” were two of the most
commonly used applications.

• Examples of positive attitudes are shown below. The study also highlighted areas of concern, for example on legal liability for bad
clinical decisions. These concerns need to be addressed for the widespread acceptance of imaging AI.

Dr Felix Beacher, Head of Healthcare Tech 
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Examples of Responses to Positive Statements on Medical Imaging AI
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My organization is aware of how AI is being applied to medical imaging

AI applications for medical imaging …

• involve ethical problems

• could allow less skilled practitioners to help with my workload

• could replace my job within 3-5 years

• have no clear framework for legal liability for bad decisions

• could reduce medical costs

• could undermine relationships between medical staffand patients

• could lead to more accurate diagnoses

• could lead to more clinical mistakes

• could speed up workflows

• wil l be viewed positively by most patients

• works in a way which is not understandable (i .e., the applications are a ‘black box’)

• wil l be easy enough for me to adopt

• could worsen regional differencesin care

• are too difficult for my organization to adopt

Within the next 5 years, imaging AI applications will improve…

• detection ofdiseases

• diagnostics

• treatment recommendations

• home use of ultrasound

• patient triaging

Responses for all following statements were:

• Strongly agree

• Agree

• Neutral

• Disagree

• Strongly disagree
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ABOUT OMDIA

Omdia is a global technology research 
powerhouse, established following the 
merger of the research division of 
Informa Tech (Ovum, Heavy Reading, 
and Tractica) and the acquired Omdia
technology research portfolio.* We 
combine the expertise of more than 
400 analysts across the entire 
technology spectrum, covering 150 
markets. We publish over 3,000 
research reports annually, reaching 
more than 14,000 subscribers, and 
cover thousands of technology, media, 
and telecommunications companies.
Our exhaustive intelligence and deep 
technology expertise enable us to 
uncover actionable insights that help 
our customers connect the dots in 
today’s constantly evolving technology 
environment and empower them to 
improve their businesses–today and 
tomorrow.

*The majority of Omdia technology 
research products and solutions were 
acquired by Informa in August 2019 
and are now part of Omdia.
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The report is presented as a PDF file and an excel 
data file with pivot tables is available. 

The report takes the following format: 

Background and Aims 
Presents the background to this area, the 
objectives, scope. 

Methodology
Presents design, sampling and questionnaire, 
approach to statistical analysis, demographics and 
professional characteristics of the sample.

Results and Discussion

Conclusions


